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ost of us are concerned, and some of us have strong feelings, pro or con, 
about what has been happening to gcology in thc past 25 years: greatly in
creased use of nongeologie techniques in the solution of geologic problems, 
such as dating by radioisotope methods; the tendency for what we,re special 
fields of interest to become nearly or wholly independent disciplines, with 
separate journals and jargon; and most of all, because it penetrates every field, 
what may be called the swing to the quantitative. 

At meetings of our societies, when the elder brethren gather together in hotel 
rooms after the technical sessions, the discussion usually comes around to these 
changes. There are apt to be sad postmortems for certain departments, once 
powerful, which arc now, owing to the retirement or flight of their older stal
warts, largely staffed by dial twisters and number jugglers. It is stated, as a 
scandalous sign of the times, that in certain departments geologic mapping is 
considered to be, not research, but a routine operation-something like survey
ing from thc point of view of an engineer-and therefore not suitable as a basis 

1 A preliminary draft of this paper was given as an address at the banquet of the 
Branner Club during the meeling of the Cordilleran Section of the Geological Soeiely 
in Los Angeles, April 17, 1962. The text has benefilted in substance and form from 
criticisms by the olher aUlhors of papers in this volume. I would like also to express 
my gratilude lU the following, who have read parts or all of the manuscript: Charles 
Bell, Richard Blank, Howard Coombs, Ronald DeFord, Ken Fahnestock, Peter Flawn, 
John Hack, Satish Kapoor, \Villiam Krumbein, Luna Leopold, Mark l\'fcicr, H. W. 
Naismith, and Dwight Schmidt. Special thanks arc due Frank Calkins, who did his 
best to make the paper readable. 
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for the doctoral thesis. There is almost always at least one sarcastic rcmark 
per cvcning along the linc of what our equation-minded youngstcrs think is 
the function of the mirror on a Brunton compass; a comment or two on their 
ignorance or disrcgard of the older literaturc; somc skcpticism as to whether 
the author of a new monograph on the mechanism of mountain building had 
cver iJeen on a mountain, oJ! a highway; and so on. This is partly banter, be
cause we are aware that these arc merely the usual misgivings of every older 
gcncration ahout the goings-on of every younger generation. But sometimes 
there is evidence of real ill-feeling, which in part at least reflects a defensive 
attitude; and there may be a few who seem to think that the clock ought to be 
stopped-that nothing new is good. 

Though I am one of the eiders, I often cross the hall to a concurrent session 
of another group, our avant-garde, where there is an almost evangelical zeal 
to quantify, and if this means abandoning the classical geologic methods of 
inquiry, so much the better; where there are some who think of W. M. Davis 
as an old duffer with a butterfly-catcher's sort of interest in scenery; where 
there is likely to be, once in a while, an expression of anger for the oldsters who, 
through thcir control of jobs, research funds, honors, and access to thc journals, 
seem to be I)ent on sabotaging all efforts to raise geology to the stature of a 
science; wherc, in the urgency for change, it seems that nothing old is good. 

This picture is not overdrawn, hut it applies only to a small number: the 
I)laeks and the whites, hoth sure of their ground. Most geologists are somewhere 
in the gray between, and arc beset with douhts. As for myself, I have sometimes 
thought that the swing to the quantitative is too fast and too far, and that, 
because a rather high percentage of thc conclusions arrived at hy certain meth
ods of manipulating numerical data are superficial, or wrong, or even ludicrous, 
these methocls must be somehow at fault, and that we do well to stay with the 
classical geologic methods. But at other times I have been trouhled by ques
tions: why the swing has been so long dclayed in geology as compared with 
physics and chemistry; and whether, with its rdative dearth of quantitative 
laws, geology is in fact a sort of subseience, as implied by Lord Kelvin's pro
nouncement that what cannot he stated in numbers is not science. (For original 
wording, and a thoughtful discussion, sce Holton, 1952, p. 234.) Even more 
disturlling is thc view, among some of my friends in physics, that a concern 
with eause-and-efTeet relations merely confuses the real issues in science; I will 
return to this matter later. If only because of the accomplishments of thc scien
tists who hold these views, we must wonder whether our accustomed ways of 
thinking arc outmoded, and whether we should not drastically change our 
habits of thought, or else turn in our compasses and hammers and fade away 
quietly to some haven reserved for elderly naturalists. 

Preparation for a talk on quantitative methods in geomorphology, as a 
visiting lecturer at the Cniversity of Texas last year, forced mc to examine 
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these conflicting appraisals of wherc wc stand. 2 I suggest that two changes, 
quite different but closely interlocking, are occurring at the same time and have 
become confused in our thinking. 

One of these changes includes an increase in the rate of infusion of new ideas 
and techniques from the other sciences and from engineering, an increase in 
precision and completeness of quantitative description of geologic features and 
processes of all kinds, and an increased use of statistics and mechanical methods 
of analyzing data. This change fits readily within the framework of the classical 
geologic method of investigation, the most characteristic feature of which is 
dependence on reasoning at every stcp; "Quantitative Zoology," by Simpson, 
Roe, and Lewontin (1960) shows the \,-'a)'. In so far as it merely involves 
doing more complctely, or with more refinement, what we have always been 
doing, it is evolutionary; and it is axiomatic that it is good. Some of us may 
find it hard to keep abreast of new dcvelopments, but few oppose them even 
privately, and cven the most reactionary cannot drag his fect in public without 
discredit to himself. 

The other changc is the introduction, or greatly increased usc, of an alto
gether different mcthod of prohlem-solving that is essentially empirical. In 
its purest form this method depends very little on reasoning; its most character
istic feature, when it functions as an independent method, is that it replaces thc 
reasoning process by operations that arc largely mechanical. Because in this 
respect and others it is forcign to our accustomed habits of thought, we are 
inclined to distrust it. By "we" I mean, of course, the conservatives of my 

"eneration. 
At least a part of the confusion in our thinking comes from a failure to dis

tinguish between the evolutionary quantification, which is good, and the 
mechanical kind of quantification, which I think is bad when it takes the place 
of reasoning. It is not easy to draw a line bet\\leen thcm becausc the empirical 
procedures may stand alone, or thcy may function effectively and usefully as 
pa.rts of the elassical geologic method; that is, they may replace, or be combined 
in all proportions with, thc reasoning processes that are the earmarks of that 
method. vVhen this distinction is recognized it becomes evident that the real 
issue is not qualitati\'e vcrsus quantitative. It is, rather, rationality vcrsus blind 
empiricism. 

2 I was only dimly aware, until some library browsing in connection with method
ology in the other sciences, of the extent of the scholarly literature dealing with the 
history and philosophy of science. And I was surprised, as was Claude Albritton (1961), 
to find that with a few noteworthy exceptions (for example, Conant, 1951, p. 269-295) 
geology is scarcely mentioned in that literature. r should like to make it plain at thc 
outset that I am not a seholar-l have only sampled a fcw anthologies of the history 
of scicncc. I should emphasizc also that r do not presume to speak for gcology; what 
I say expresses the viewpoint of a single field geologist. 
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Although the timing has been influenced by such leaders as Chayes, Hubbert, 
Leopold, Krumbein, and Strahler, wc are now in the swing to thc quantitative 
because of the cxplosive increase in the availability of numerical data in the 
last few decades (Krumbein, 1960, p. 341), and because basic descriptive 
spadework has now advanced far enough in many fields of geology to permit 
at least preliminary formulation of significant quantitative generalizations. 

he quantification of geology will proceed at a rapidly accelerating rate no 
matter what we do as individuals, but I think the rate might be quickened a 
little, and to good purpose, if the differences betwcen the two groups on oppo
site sides of the hall, at least those differences that arise from misunderstanding, 
could be reduced. An analysis of certain quantitative methods of investigation 
that are largely empirical will, I hope, serve to bring out both their merits and 
limitations, and may convince some of our oldsters that although disregard 
of the limitations may produce questionable results, it docs not follow that 
there is anything wrong \vith quantification, as such, nor with blind empiricism, 
as such. But this is not very important-time will take care of the oldsters, soon 
enough. This essay is for the youngsters-the graduate students-and its 
purpose is to show that as they quantify, which they are bound to do, it is 
neithcr necessary nor wise to cut loose from the elassieal geologic method. 
Its message is the not very novel proposition that there is much good both in 
the old and the new approaches to problem-solving. A brief statement of 
what I am calling the rational method will point up ,the contrast between it 
and the empirical method, with which we arc principally concerned. 

The Rational Method 

I'm sure that most American geologists are acquainted with our thr,ee out
standing papers on method: G. K. Gilbert's "Inculeation of the Scientific 
Method by Example," published in 1886; T. C. Chamberlin's "Method of 
Multiple Working Hypotheses," published in 1897; and Douglas johnson's 
"Role of Analysis in Scientific Investigation," published in 1933. I do not 
need to describe the so-called scientific method here; for present purposes I 
nced only remind you that it involves an interplay of observation and reason
ing, in which the first observations suggest one or more explanations, the 
working hypotheses, analysis of which leads to further observation or experi
mentation. This in turn permits a discarding of some of the early hypotheses 
and a refinement of others, analysis of which permits a discarding of data now 
seen to be irrelevant to the issue, and a narrowing and sharpening of the focus 
in the search for additional data that arc hidden or otherwise hard to obtain 
but which are of special diagnostic value; and so on and on. These steps are 
spelled out in formal terms in the papers just mentioned, and it was useful to 

do that, but those who use the method all the time never follow the steps in 
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the order stated; the method has become a habit of thought that checks reason
ing against other lines of reasoning, evidence against other kinds of evidence, 
reasoning against evidence, and evidence against reasoning, thus testing both 
the evidence and the reasoning for relevancy and accuracy at every stage of 
the inquiry. 

It nmv seems to be the vogue to pooh-pooh this method, as differing in no 
essential w.a y from the methocl of problem-solving used by the man in the street. 
I've been intercsted in watching thc way in which men in the street, including 
some medical doctors-practitioners, not invcstigators-arrive at conclusions, 
and I can only suggest that the scientists who insist that all persons arr~ve at 
conclusions in the same way should reexamine their eomriction. There are, of 
course, rare intellects that need no disciplining, but for most of us with ordinary 
minds, facility in the operations that I have just outlined must be acquired by 
precept, example, and practice. 

The objective of the scientific mcthod is to understand the system investi
gated-to understand it as completely as possible. To most geologists this 
means understanding of cause and effect relations within the system (Garrels, 
1951, p. 32). Depending on the nature of the problem and its complexity, 
quantitative data and mathematical manipulations may enter the investigation 
early or late. In general, the larger the problem, the more many-sided it is, 
the more complicated by secondary and tertiary feedback couples, and the more 
difficult it is to obtain the evidence, the more essential it is to the eflieient 
prosecution of the study that the system first be understood in qualitative terms; 
only this can make it possible to design the most significant experiments, or 
otherwise to direct the scarch for the critical data, on which to base an eventual 
understanding in quantitative terms. 

A problem-any problem-when first recognized, is likely to be poorly 
defined. Because it is impossible to seek intelligently for explanations until \ve 
know what needs explaining, the first step in the operation of the scientific 
method is to bring the problem into focus. This is usually accomplished by 
reasoning, i.e., by thinking it through, although we will see shortly that there is 
another way. Then, if it is evident that thc problem is many-sided, the investi
gator docs not blast a\·vay at all sidcs at once with a shotgun; he shoots at one 
side at a time with a rifle-with the riDe, and the bullet, that he considers best 
suited to tha.t side. 

This means that the investigator admits to his graphs, so to speak, only items 
of eviclcnce that arc relevant to the particular matter under investigation, and 
that are as accurate as practicable, with the probable limits of sampling and 
experimental error expressed graphically. In reading answers from the graph, 
he does no averaging beyond that required to take those limits into account. 
And once an item of information has been admitted to the graph, it cannot 
be disregarded; as a rule, the items that lie outside the clusters of points are at 
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least as significant, and usually much more interesting, than those that lie 
within the clusters. It is from inquiry as to why these strays arc where they are 
that most new ideas-most breakthroughs in seienee--·develop. 

The scientific method tries to visualize whole answers-completl:' theoretical 
struetures--·at the very outset; these are the working hypotheses that g'ive 
direction to the seeking-out and testing of evidence. But one never rushes 
ahead of the data-testing process to a generalization that is reg'arded as a 
conclusion. This is not because there is anything ethieal1y wrong w,ith quick 
generalizing. It is only that, over a period of 500 years, investigators have 
found that theoretical structures made in part of untested and ill-matched 
building blocks are apt to topple sooner or later, and that piling them up and 
building on them is therefore not an efficient way to make progress. The need 
to test the soundness of each building block befoTe it gets into the strueture
to determine the quality and the relevance of each item of evidence befoTe it 
gets onto the graph-is emphasized by Douglas Johnson (1933). His approach 
was the antithesis of that to which we may now turn. 

The Empirical Method 

What I have long thought of as the engineering method or the technologic 
method (we shall soon see that it needs anothcr name) deals almost exclusively 
with quantitative data from the. outset, and proceeds directly to a quantitative 
answer, which terminates the investigation. This method reduces to a mini
mum, or eliminates altogether, the byplay of inductive and deductive reason
ing by which data and ideas are processed in the scientific method; this means 
that it cannot be critical of the data as they are gathered. The data arc analyzed 
primarily by mathematical methods, which make no distinction betwcen cause 
and effcct; understanding of cause and effect relations may be interesting, but 
it is not essential, and if explanations arc considered at all, there is usually 
only one, and it is likely to be superficial. All of the reasoning operations that 
characterize the so-called scientific method depend on a fund of knowledge, 
and on judgment based on experience; othcr things being equal, the old hand 
is far better at these operations than the novice. But the operations of the 
"engineering method" arc much less dependent on judgment; in applying this 
method the sharp youngster may be quicker and better than the experienced 
oldster. For this reason and because of its quick, positive, quantitative answers, 
it makes a strong appeal to the younger generation. I would like now to explain 
the logic of this method, as it operates in engineering. 

Nlany engineers feel that unless a rclation can be stated in numbers, it is 
not worth thinking about at all. The good and sufficient reason for this attitude 
is that the engineer is primarily a doer-he dcsigns structures of various types, 
and supervises their building. In the contract drawings for a bridge hc must 
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specify the dimensions and sl!-cngth of each structural membcr. Nonengineers 
may be able to think of a drawing that indicates the need for a rather strong 
beam at a given place in the bridge. But a young man who has spent five years 
in an engineering school is incapable of thinking seriously of a "rathcr strong" 
beam; all of the l,leams of his mind's eye have numcrical properties. If the 
strength of a beam cannot be put in numerical terms, thinking about it is mere 
daydreaming. 

The matter of stresses in a steel structure is fairly cut and dried. But the 
engineer is confronted with many problems for which there are no ready 
anSWCTS; he must deal with thelll--he must complete his working drawings
against a deadline. If he is charged with the task of designing a canal to carry 
il certain flow of irrigation water without eithcr silting or crosion of the bcd, or 
with the immensely more complex task of developing and maintaining a la-foot 
na\'igable channel in a large river, he cannot wait until he or others have 
developed a complete theory of silting and scouring in canals and rivers. 
It may be 50 Or a 100 years licfore anything approilching a complete theory, 
in quantitative terms, can be formulated; and his drawings, which must be 
entirely quantitative, have to be rrady within a few days or weeks for the con
tractors v\·ho will bid the job. So he has to make certain simplifying assump
tions, even though he realizes that they may be wide of the mark, and he has 
to make-do with data that are readily available, even though they are not 
entirely satisfactory, or with data that can be obtained quickly from expcri
ments or models, even though the conditions are significantly different from 
those existing in his particular canal or ri'·er. 

He is accustomed to these expedient operations, and he is not much con
cerned if, in plotting the data, he mixed a few oranges with the apples. In fact, 
he wouldn't worry much if a few apple crates and a few orilnge tras got onto his 
graph. He cannot scrutinize each item of evidence as to quality and relevancy; 
if he did, none but the simplest of structures would ever get built. He feels 
that if there are enough points on a scatter diagram, the bad ones \\'ill average 
out, and that the equation for the eunT drawn through the clustered points 
will be good enough for use in design, always with a goodly factor of safety as 
a cushion. And it almost always is. This method is quaT/litalive, em/liTical, and 
exprdient. As used by the engineer, it is logical and successful. 

It is of course used by investigators in many fields other than engineer
ing. friends in physics and chemistry tell me that it accounts for a large per
centage of the current research in those sciences. A recent paper by Paul \Veiss 
(1962) with the sulititlc "Docs Blind Probing Threaten to Displace Experience 
in Biological Experimentation'~" calls attention to its increasing use in biology. 
The approach and examples are different, hut the basic views of Dr. Wciss 
correspond so closely with those expressed in this essay that I am inclined to 
quote, not a passage or two, but the whole paper. Because this is impracticable, 
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I can only urge that geologists interested in this phase of the general problem 
-whither arc we drifting, methodologically?-read it in the original. 

In view of its widespread use in science, what I have been calling the engineer
ing or technologic method certainly should not be identified, by name, with 
engineering or technology as such. And on the other side of the coin, the 
so-called scientific method is used more consistently and effectively by many 
engineers and technologists than by most scientists. Besides being inappropriate 
on this score, both terms have derogatory or laudatory connotations 'which 

cg some questions. So, with serious misgivings that will be left unsaid, I will 
from here on use the term "rational method" for what we are accustomed to 
think of as the scientific method, and what I have been calling the engineering 
method will be referred to as the empirical method. 3 

Actually, the method that I am trying to describe is an empirical method; 
it is shotgun or scatter-diagram empiricism, very different from the one-at-a
time, eut-and-try empiricism of Ehrlich who, without any reasoned plan, tried 
in turn 606 chemical substances as specifics for syphilis. The 606th worked. 
Both the scatter-diagram and the one-at-a-time types can be, at one extreme, 
purcly empirical, or, if you prefer, low-level empirical. As Conant (i 952, 
pp. 26-30) points out, the level is raised-the empirical approaches the rational 
-as the gathering and processing of the data are more and more controlled 
by reasoning. 

Use of Examples 

The expositions of the rational method by Gilbert, Chamberlin, and Johnson 
all depend on the use of examples, and having tried several other ways, I am 
sure that this is the only way to make clear the workings of the empirical 
method. I have chosen to use actual examples, because these are far more 
elTective than anything I could invent. They could have been selected from 
any field in geology. My examples are from recent publications dealing 
with the geologic work of rivers; I know of no other field in which the two 
approaches to problem-solving stand in such sharp contrast. "Horrible ex
amples" arc available, analysis of which would have a certain entertainment 
value; I shall draw my examples from publications that rank as important 
contributions. The principal example is from a paper that is unquestionably 
the outstanding report in this field, "The hydraulic geometry of stream chan

3 So many friends have objected to these terms that I should say that I am fully 
aware that they arc unsatisfactory, chidly because they have different connotations in 
different fields of study. I tlse them in their plain English meaning. They seem to me 
to be less objectionable than any other terms, but I Ivill not take issue II·ith those who 
think otherwise. 
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nels," by Luna Leopold and Thomas Maddock (1953). I have discussed the 
methodology of geologic investigaltion with Leopold on numerous occasions, 
and we have, in effect, agreed to disagree on some points. 4 

Examples are essential in a discussion of methods, but it is difficult to work 
with <them. The problems of fluvial hydraulics are so complex that if the ex
amples arc to he comprehensible thcy must be simplified, and we must treat 
them out of context. This may irritate the few who are familiar with these 
matters at the technical level; I can only ask their indulgence on the ground 
that I am steering a difficult course between nonessential complexity and over
simplification. I should acknowledge, moreover, that I am an interested party; 
about 15 years ago I published an art,icle in this field (Mackin, 1948). Finally, 
and most important, I will be deliberately looking at the way data are handled 
from the point of view of the conservative geologist, unaccustomed to this 
manner of handling data and highly critical of it. But I will come around full 
circle in the end, to indicate that the operations I have been criticizing are 
those of a valid method of investigation which is here to stay. 

Downstream Change in Velocity in Rivers 

All of us have seen the white water of a rushing mountain stream and the 
smooth-surfaced flow of the streams of the plains, and we are prepared by the 
contrast to suppose that the velocity of the flow decreases downstream. We are 
aware, moreover, that slope commonly decreases downstream and that velocity 
tends to vary directly with slope. Finally, we know from observation that the 
grain size of the load carried by rivers tends to decrease downstream, and 
that the grain size of the material carried by a river varies directly with some 
aspect of the velocity. For these reasons, we have always taken it for granted 
that velocity decreases downstream. 

So in 1953, when Leopold and Maddock stated that velocity in rivers In
creases downstream, the statement came as a first-rate shock to most geologists. 
Three graphs (Fig. 1) from that article are good examples of the sort of evi
dence, and the manner of handling evidence, on which this generalization is 
based. They are log-log plots of several parameters; at the top, width of channel 
against discharge in cubic feet per second; in the middle, depth against dis
charge; and at the bottom, velocity against discharge. Each point represents 
data obtained from a U. S. Geological Survey gaging station in the Yellowstone
Big Horn drainage system. The points at the far left, such as 13 and 16, arc 
on small headwater tributaries, and those at the far right, such as 19, arc on 
the main stem of the Yellowstone. The upper and middle graphs show that, 
as should be expected, both width and depth increase with increase in dis

4 Leopold states his position elsewhere in this volume. 
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frr:. 1. Width, depth, and velocity in rdation to discharge, Bighorn and YcllO\\'stonc 
Rivers, Wyoming and Montana (Leopold and Maddock, 1953, Fig. 6). 

charge; the line in thc lower ~raph also slopes up to the right; that is, velocity 
increascs with increase in discharge. 

Some IDay wonder why we ha\'e rno\'cd over from increase in velocity down
Stream, which is the exciting issue, to incre,lse in \'Clocity with increase in dis
charge. \"hile it is t.rue that discharge increases downstream in most ri\'ers, 
it is at hest only an approximate measure of distance downstream-the dist.ancc 
that would he traveled, for example, by the grains composing the load. Thc 
answer given in the Lcopold-Maddock paper is that thcre were not enough 
gaging stations along the riHTs to provide a sullicient nUl1llJer of points. Usc 
of discharge, rather than distance, makcs it possilJlc to IJring onto one graph 
the main stream and its trihutarics of all sizes; or, for that matter, since "main 
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stream" is a relative term, all the neighboring streams in an area large enough 
to provide enough puints to bring uut the significant relationships . 

This e:-.:planation docs not quite answer the qucstion, unless c:-.:pediency is an 

answer, but it raises another qucstion . 
Velocity at any given place-at any gaging station, for example-varies 'with 

\'ariations in discharge from time to timc during the year; as dischargc and 
depth increase, usually in the spring, velocity at a given place increases very 
markedly. \Ne may ask, then, what discharge is reprcsentcd by the points on 
the lower graph? The question is pertincnt, because we know that in most 
ri\'crs much of the year's transportation of bed load-thc sand and gravel that 
move along thc bcd-- is accomplishcd during a relatively brief period of maxi
mum dischargc. But these graphs show mean annual dischargcs, and the 
velocities developed at those discharges. The reason for using mean annual 
discharge is said to be that this parameter is readily available at a large number 
of gaging stations. This explanation does not answer the question: what is the 
relevance of mean annual discharge in an analysis of the geologic work of 

rivers? 
This general question, which applies to each of the stations considered indi

vidually, ta kes on another meaning when the relations between mean annual 
discharge and maximum discharge on streams are considered. Refcrence to 
Water Supply Paper 1559 (1960, p. 169) indicates that at point 13 (Fig. 1), 
which represents a gaging station on the North Fork of Owl Creek, the average 
annual discharge for the 14-year period of record was 15 cfs (cubic feet per 
second), whereas the maximum discharge during the same period was 3200 efs; 
that is, the maximum was about 213 times the average. The same paper 
(p. 234) indicates that at point 19, which 'represents the Yellowstone River at 
Sidney, Montana, the average annual discharge over a 46-year period was 
13,040 cfs, whcreas the maximum during the same period was 159,000 cfs; 
here the maximum was about 12 times the average. The noteworthy thing 
about this graph-the thing that makes it so exciting-is that it shows that 
velocity il7creasrs downstream although we know from observation that grain 
size decreases downstream. The significance of the gra ph is more rcadil y undcr
stood when we remember: (1) that the larger grains move only at times of 
ma:-.:iIDum discharge; (2) that this graph shows mean annual discharge; and (3) 
that in the small rivers on the left side, the maximum discharge may I)e more 
than 200 tillles as great as the discharge shown on the graph, while in the big 
rivers on the right, it is less than 20, and usually less than 10 times the discharge 
shown, that is, that the critical ratios on the two sides are of a different order of 
l11a[?;nitude. The slope of the line is an important statis.tieal fact, hut it docs 
not bear directly on transportation of hed load by rivers. 

One morc thought in this connection. The depth at average annual dis
charge at point 13, on the North Fork of Owl Creek, is shown in the middle 
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graph as being something less than 0.6 foot. I know the general area, and, 
although I have no measurements at this gaging station, it is my recollection 
dlat the larger boulders on the bed of the North Fork are more than 0.6 foot 
in diameter-the boulders on the bed have diameters that are of the same order 
of magnitude as the depth at which the very low velocity shown for this point 
was calculated. Similar relationships obtain for other small headwater streams, 
the points for which anchor down, so to speak, the left end of the line. 

Let us look briefly at one more aspect of the case. The velocity is lower near 
the bed of a river than near the surface. Rubey (1938) and others have shown 
that the movement of bed load is determined, not by the average velocity, but 
b)T the velocity near the bed. And it has also been established that the relation 
between average velocity and what Rubey calls "bed velocity" varies markcdly 
with depth of water, roughness of channel, and other factors. We may reason
ably ask, then, what velocity is represented by the points on the graph? The 
answer is spelled out clearly by Leopold and Maddock (1953, p. 5). 

Velocity discussed in this report is the quotient of discharge divided by 
thc area of the cross section, and is the mean velocity of the cross scction as 
used in hydraulic practice ... This mean velocity is not the most meaningful 
velocity parameter for discussing sediment transport, but it is the only 
mcasurc of velocity for which a large volume of data is available. Although 
the writers recognize its limitations, the mean velocity is used here in lieu of 
adequate data on a more meaningful parameter. 

There are various other similar questions about this graph, some of which 
are discussed by the authors in the clear and candid style of the last quotation. 
I will not develop these questions, or the secondary and tertiary questions that 
spring from the answers. Some of you may be thinking: never mind the indi
vidual points; what about the trends? It could be argued that if the conclusions 
are internally consistent; if they match those for other river systems; if, in 
short, thcsc procedures get results, this alone justifies them. 

Let's look at the results. Figure 2 is the velocity-discharge graph of Fig. 1, 
modified by use of symbols to identify related points and with dashed lines for 
individual rivcrs. 

Points 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, are on the main stem of the Big Horn Rivcr. Points 
1, 2, and 3 are in the Big Horn Basin; point 4 is about 50 miles downstream 
from 3, and 5 is about 20 miles downstream from 4. The dashed line, which 
fits these points quite well, slopes down to the right; it means that on thc main 
stem of the Big Horn, velocity decreases downstream. 

Points 6, 7, 8, and 9 are on the \Vind River, which is actually the upper 
part of the Big Horn River. I do not know whether points 8 and 9 represent 
the same types of channel conditions as 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5, as suggested by their 
positions, or whether they should be grouped with 6 and 7, as called for by the 
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FIG. 2. Same as velocity-discharge graph in Fig. 1, with dashed lines for certain 
rivers; triangles, Greybull River; open circles, Wind River; X's, Bighorn River; solid 
squares, Yellowstone River. 

geographic usage of the names. Let us say, then, that in what the geographers 
call the Wind River, velocity at average annual discharge increases downstream. 

Points 10 and 11, both on the Greybull River, also suggest by their rclative 
position that velocity increases downstream; the line slopes up to the right. 
But point 10 is near the mouth of the Greybull, about 40 airline miles down
stream from 9; the average annual discharge decreases downstream (Leopold, 
1953, p. 612) partly because of withdrawal of water for irrigation. Velocity 
actually decreases very markedly downstream on the Greybull. 

Points 17,18, and 19 are on the main stem of the Yellowstone. It appears 
from this graph that velocity increases downstream between 17 and 18, and 
decreases downstream between 18 and 19. 

The generalization that velocity increases downstream, at a rate expressed 
by the slope of the solid line on this graph, is a particular type of empirical 
answer. It is what the nonstatistician is likely to think of as an "insurance 
company" type of statistic-a generalization applying to this group of rivers 
collectively, but not necessarily to any member of the group. Of the river 
segments represented on the graph, about half increase in velocity down
stream, and about half decrease in velocity downstream. As shown by the 
different slopes of the dashed lines, in no two of them is the rate of change in 
velocity the same. 

This is really not very surprising. The solid line averages velocity-discharge 
relations in river segments that are, as we have seen, basically unlike in this 
respect. Moreover, slope, which certainly enters into velocity, is not on the 
graph at all. For these reasons the equation of the solid line is not a definitive 
answer to any geologic question. 

But-and here I change my tune-this graph was not intended to provide 
a firm answer to any question. It is only one step-a preliminary descriptive 
step-in an inquiry into velocity changes in rivers from head to mouth. This 
is accomplished by plotting certain conveniently available data on a scatter 
diagram. 
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I have indicated earlicr how this procedure, which is empirical, expcdient, 
and quantitative, serves the practicing engineer very well in g-ctting answers 
that arc of thc right order of magnitude for usc in desig-n in deadline situations. 
Here we see thc samc procedure operating- as a step in a scientific investigation. 
It is used in this graph to learn something about velocity relations in rivers 
from a mass of data that wcre obtained for a different purpose: thc purposc 
of U. S. Geological Survcy gag-ing- stations is to measure discharge, not vclocity. 
This gleaning of one kind of information from measurements-particularlY 
long-term records of measurcments-that are morc or lcss inadequatc because 
they wcrc not planncd to proyide that kind of information, is a vcry common 
operation in many scientific investigations, and is altogethcr admirable. 

There is another point to be made about this graph. Beforc the work repre
sented by it was done, there had becn no comprehensive investigations of 
velocity in rivers from head to mouth; this study was on the fronticr. In these 
circumstances, some shots in the dark-some shotgun shots in thc dark-were 
quitc in order. The brevity with which this point can be stated is not a mcasure 
of its importance. 

Finally, I wish to emphasize that Leopold and Maddock did not rcgard the 
solid line as an answcr-its equation was not the goal of their investigation. 
Thcy went on in this same paper, and in others that have followed it, to deal 
with velocities developed at peak discharges and with many other aspccts of 
thc hydraulic geomctry of river channels. It is for this reason, and the other 
two rcasons just stated, that I can use the graph as I have without harm to its 
authors. 

But our literature is now heing flooded by data and graphs such as these, 
wi thout an y of the justifications, enginceri ng or scientific, that I ha\'c ou tlined. 
In many instances the graph is simply a painless way of gctting a quantitative 
answer from a hodgc-podge of data, obtained in the course of the invcstigation, 
perhaps at great expcnse, but a hodge-podgc ncvertheless because of thc failure 
of the investigator to think the problem through prior to and throughout the 
pcriod of data gathcring. Thc equations read from thc graphs or arrived at 
by othcr mcchanieal manipulations of the data are presented as terminal scien

tific conclusions. I suggest that the equations maybe terminal engineering 
conclusions, but, from thc poin t of view of sciencc, they arc sta temcn ts of prob
lems, not oonclusions. A statement of a problem may be very valuable, but if 
it is mistakcn for a conclusjon, it is worse than uscless bccausc it implics that 
the study is finished when in fact it is only begun. 

If this empirical approach-this blind probing-were thc only way of quan
tifying geology, we would ha\"C to be contcnt with it. But it is not; the quanti
tati\"e approach is associatcd with the empirical approach, IJUt it is not wedded 
to it. If you will list mentally the best papers in your own field, you will dis
cover that most of thcm arc quantitative and rational. In the study of rivers 
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1 think of Gilben's field and la!lOraLOry studies of Sierra Nevada mining debris 
(1914. 1917), and Rubey's analysis of the f()l"ce required to move particles on 
a stream fled (1938). These geologists, and many others that come to mind, 
ha\'C (or had) the happy faculty of dealing with numhcrs without being carried 
away b\' them-of quantifying without, in the same measure, taking leave 
of their senses. I am not a t all sure tha t the pcrccnta~e of geologists capable 
of doing this has increased very much since Gilhcrt's day. I suggest that 
an increase in this percentage, or an increase in the rale of incrcase, is in the 

direclion of true progress. 
\\"e shall be seeing more and more of shotgun empiricism in gcologic writings, 

and perhaps we shall be using it in our own investigations and reports. \Vc must 
kam to recognize it \Nhcn wc see it, and to be awarc of hoth its usefulness and 
its limitations. Certainly there is nothing wrong \\'ith it as a tool, but, like most 

tools, how well it works depends on how intelligently it is used. 

Causes of Slope of the Longitudinal Profile 

\Ve can no\\' turn to a matter which seems to me the crux of the diffcrence 
between the empirical and the rational methods of imTsligation, namcly, 
cause-and-effect relations. 5 I would like to bring ou t, first, an important 
difference between immediate and superficial causes as opposcd to long-term, 
gcologic causes; and second, the usefulness, almost the necessity, of thinking 
a process through, back to the long-term causes, as a chcck on quantitati\'c 

observations and conclusions. 
Most enginecrs would regard an equation stating that the size of the pcl)bles 

that can be carried by a river is a certain power of its bed \'elocity as a com
plete statement of the relationship. The equation says nothing ahout cause 

5 ! am aware that my tendency to think in lerms of cause and effect would be regarded 
as a mark of scientific naivete by some scientisls and mosl philosophcrs. My persislcnce 
in this habil of lhou~hl after having been warned against it docs not mean lhat 1 chal
lenge their wisdom. Perhaps part of the difficulty lies in a dilrt:rt:ncc betwccn what 1 
call long-tcrm gcologic causes and whal arc somclimt:s called ullimate caust:s. For 
example, a philosopher might say, "Yes, it is clear lhal such lhings as dischargt: and sizc 
of pebbles may control or cause thc slope of an adjustt:d river, bUl what, lhen, is lht: 
cause of the dischargc and the pebbk size? And if lhese arc efTecls of the heighl of the 
mountains al the hcad\\'alers, what, then, is the causc uf the height of the mounlains"? 
Every causc is an t;ffect, and every eH'ect is a cause. \\There do we stop? 1 can only 
anS\\Tr lhat 1 am at the moment concerned wilh the geologic \l'Ork of rin~rs, not with 
the cause of upheaval of mounlains. The queslion, where do we SLOp', is for the phi
losopher, \l'ho deals wilh all knowledge; the quest for ullimatc causes, or the futility 
of lhal quesl, is in his province. The invesligaLOr in science commonly Slays within 
his O\l'n rather narruw fidel uf cornpucncc and, especially if time is an important 
elt-ment of his systcms, he commonly finds il useful lO lhink in lerms of caust: and effect 
in lhal field. The investigalor is never eonccrned wilh ultimate causes. 
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and effect, and the engineer might be surprised if asked which of the two, 
velocity or grain size, is the cause and which is the effect. He would almost 
certainly reply that velocity controls or determines thc size of the grains that 
can bc moved, and that therefore velocity is the cause. To elineh this argu
ment, he might point out that if, by the turn of a valve, the velocity of a labora
tory river were sufficiently increased, grains that previously had been at rest 
011 the bed would begin to move; that is, on the basis of direct observation, and 
by the commonsense test of relative timing, the increase in velocity is the cause 
of the movement of the larger grains. This is as far as the engineer needs to 
go in most of his operations on rivcrs. 

He might be quitc willing to take the next stcp and agree that the velocity 
is, in turn, partly determined by the slope. In fact, getting into the swing of 
the cause-and-effect game, he might even volunteer this idea, which is in terri
tory familiar to him. But the next question-what then, is the cause of the 
sbpe?-leads into unfamiliar territory; many engineers, and some geologists, 
simply take slope for granted. 

Our engineer would probably be at first inelined to question the sanity of 
anyone suggcsting that the size of the grains carried by a river determines the 
velocity of the rivcr. But in any long-term view, the sizes of the grains that are 
supplied to a river are detcrmined, not Ily the river, but by the characteristics 
of the rocks, relief, vegetativc cover, and other physical properties of its drain
age basin. If the river is, as we say, graded (or as the engineer says, adjusted), 
this means that in each segment the slope is adjusted to provide just the trans
porting power rcquired to carry through that scgmcnt all the grains, of what-
vel' size, that entcr it from above. Rivers that flow from rugged ranges of 

hard rock tend to develop steep slopes, adjusted to the transportation of large 
pebbles. Once they are developed, the adjusted slopes are maintained indefi
nitely, as long as thc size of the pebbles and other con trolling factors remain the 
same. Rivers that are supplied only with sand tend to maintain low slopes 
appropriate to the transportation of this material. 

If the sizes of the grains supplied to a given segment of an adjusted river are 
ahruptly increased by uplift, by a climatic change, or by a work of man, the 
larger grains, which are beyond thc former carrying power, are deposited in 
the upper part of the segment; the bed is raised thereb}' and the slope is conse
quently steepened. This steepening by deposition continues until that particular 
slope is attained which provides just the velocity required to carry those larger 
grains, that is, until a new equilibrium slope is developed, which the river will 
maintain thence forward so long as grain size and other slope-controlling 
conditions remain the same. 

Thus in thc long view, velocity is adjusted to, or determined by, grain size; 
the test of relative timing (first the increase in grain size of material supplied 
to the river, and then, through a long period of readjustment, the increase in 
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velocity) marks the change in grain size as the cause of the change in velocity. 
Note that beeausc the period of readjustment may occupy thousands of years, 
this view is based primarily on reasoning rather than on direct observation. 
Note also that we deal here with three different frames of reference spanning 
the range from the empirical to the rational. 

The statement that grain size tends to vary directly with bed velocity is an 
equation, whose terms are transposable; neither time nor cause and cffect are 
involved, and this first frame may be entirely empirical. The numerical 
answer is complete in itself. 

The short-term eause-and-effect view, that grain sizc is controlled by bed 
velocity, is in part rational, or if you prefer, it represents a higher level of 
empiricism. As I see it, this second frame has a significant advantage over the 
first in that it provides more fertile ground for the formulation of working 
hypotheses as to the mechanical relations between the flow and the partiele at 
rest or in motion on the bed, leading to purposeful obscrvation or to the design 
of experiments. 

The third frame, the long-term view, that velocity is controlled by grain 
size, has a great ad vantage over the short-term view in that it provides an un
derstanding of the origin of slope, which the short-term view does not attempt 
to explain. It is largely rational, or if you prefer, it represents a still higher level 
of empiricism. 

Because I think that the objective of science is an understanding of the world 
around us, I prefer the second and third frames to the first, but I hope that it is 
clear that I recognize that all the frames are valid; the best one, in every 
instance, is simply the one that most efficiently gets the job done that needs 
doing. The important thing is to recognize that there are different frames; 
and that they overlap so completely and are so devoid of boundaries that it is 
easy to slip from one to the other. 

The difference between the rational and the empirical approach to this 
matter of river slope, and the need for knowing what frame of reference we arc 
in, can be clarified by a little story. One of the earliest theories of the origin 
of meanders, published in a British engineering journal in the late eighteen 
hundreds, was essentially as follows: divested of all geographic detail. Two 
cities A and fl, both on the valley floor of a meandering river, are 50 airline 
miles apart. City B is 100 feet lower than city A; hence the average slope of 
the valley floor is two feet per mile (Fig. 3). But the slope of the river, measured 
round its loops, is only one foot per mile. The British engineer's theory was, 
in effect, though not expressed in these words, that the river said to itself, 
"How, with a slope of one foot per mile, can I manage to stay on a valley floor 
with a slope of two feet per mile? If I flow straight down the middle of the 
valley floor, starting at A, I will be 50 feet above the valley floor at B, and that 
simply will not do." Then it occurred to the river that it could mect this 
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FIG. 3. Diagram illustrating an hypothesis for the origin of meanders. 

problem by bending its channel into loops of precisely the sinuousity required 
to keep it on the valley Roor, just as a man might do with a rope too long for 
the distance between two posts. And it worked, and that's why we have 
meanders. 

Note that this theory not only explains meandering qualitatively, but puts 
all degrces of meandering, from the very loopy meanders of the ribbon-candy 
typc to those that are nearly straight, on a firm quantitative basis-the sinu
osity or dcgrcc of meandcring, M, equals the slope of the valley floor, Sy, 
over the slope of the river, Sr. 

There is nothing wrong with this equation, so long as it only describes. 
But if its author takes it to be an explanation, as the British engineer did, and 
if he slips over from the empirical frame into the rational frame, as he may do 
almost without realizing it, he is likely to be not just off by an order of magni
tude, hut upside-down-to be not only wrong but ludicrous. This explana~ 

tion of mcanders lea\Ts one item out of account-the origin of the valley Roor. 
The valley Roor was not opened out and givcn its slope by a bulldozer, nor is 
it a result of special creation prior to the creation of thc river. The valley 
floor was formed by the river that Rows on it. 

Causes of DownvaIIey Decrease in Pebble Size 

It is a matter of observation that there is commonly a downvalley decrease 
in thc slopcs of gradcd rivers, and it is also a matter of ohservation that therc 
is commonly a downvalley decreasc in the sizc of pcbbles in alluvial deposits. 
A question ariscs, then, as to whether the dccrease in slope is caused in part 
by thc dccrease in pebble size, or whcther the decrease in pehble size is caused 
in part by the decrease ill slope, or whether both of these changes arc independ
ent or interdependent results of some other cause. 1vly third and last example 
applies the empir'ical and rational approaches to a part of this problem, namely, 
what arc the causes of the decrease in pebble size':' The reasoning is somewhat 
more involved thall in the other examples; in this respect it is more truly rep
resentative of the typical geoll'lgic prolllem, 
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The downvalley decrease in pebble size could I)e caused h>' either of two 
obvious, sharply contrastcd mechanisms: (1) abrasional wcar of the pebbles 
as they !Dove along the bed of the stream, and (2) selective transportation, that 
is, a leaving-behind of the larger pebbles. The question is, which mechanism 
causes the deereas.e, or, if both operate, what is their relative importanec? 

There is no direct and satisfactory way of obtaining an answer to this ques
tion hy measurement, however detailed, of pebble sizes in alluvial deposits. 
The most commonly used approach is by means of laboratory experiment. 
Usually fragments of rock of one or more kinds are placed in a cylinder which 
can be rotatcd on a horizontal axis and is so constructed that the fragments 
slide, roll, or drop as it turns. The fragments are remeasurcd from time to 
time to determine the reduction in size, the corresponding travel distance 
bcing caleulated from the circumference of the cylindcr and the numbcr of 
rotations. This treatment does not approximate very closely thc processes of 
wear in an actual river bed. Kuenen (1959) has recently developcd a better 
apparatus, in which the fragments are moved over a concrete floor in a circular 
path by a current of water. Whatever the apparatus, it is certain that the 
decrease in pehble size observed in the laboratory is due wholly to abrasion, 
because none of the pebbles can be left behind; there is no possibility of 
selective transportation. 

When the laboratory rates of reduction in pebble size per unit of travel 
distance are compared with the downvalley decrease in pebble size in alluvial 
deposits along most rivers, it is found that the decrease in size along thc rivers 
is somewhat greater than would be expected on the basis of laboratory data on 
rates of abrasion. If the rates of abrasion in the laboratory correctly represent 
the rates of ahrasion in the river bed, it should be only necessary to subtract 
to determine what percentage of the downvalley dccrease in grain size in the 
alluvial deposits is due to selectivc transportation. 

Field and laboratory data bearing on this problem have becn rcviewed by 
Scheidegger (1961) in his textbook, "Theoretical Geomorphology," which is 
about as far out on thc quantitative side as it is possible to get. Scheidegger 
(p. 175) concludes tha t " ... the most likely mechanism of pebblc gradation 
in rivers consists of pebbles becoming contriturated due to thc action of fric
tional forces, but bcing assigncd their position along the stream bed by a sorting 
process duc to differential transportation." 

IT I understand it con'cctlv, this statement means tbat pebbles are made 
smaller by abrasion, but that the downvaHey decrease in pebble size in alluvial 
deposits is due largely (or wholly?) to selective transportation. 

On a somewhat differcnt basis--the rate of reduction of pcbbles of less re
sistant rock, relative to quartzitc, ill a down valley dircction in three rivcrs 
cast of the Black Hills--Plumley (1948) eoneludes that about 25 per cent of 
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the reduction in these rivers is due to abrasion, and about 75 per cent is due to 
selective transportation. 

These two conclusions as to the cause of the downstream decrease in pebble 
size, solidly based on measurements, agree in ascribing it mainly to selective 
transportation. Let us try a different approach-let us think through the long
term implications of the processes. 

Downstream decrease in pebble size by selective transportation requires that 
the larger pebbles be left behind permanently. The three-inch pebbles, for 
example, move downstream to a certain zone, and are deposited there because 
they cannot be transported farther. The two-inch pebbles are carried farther 
downstream, to be deposited in an appropriate zone as the slope decreases. 
These zones may have considerable length along the stream, they may be 
poorly defined, and they may of course overlap, but there is a downstream 
limit beyond which no pebbles of a given size occur in the alluvial deposits 
because none could be carried beyond that limit, which is set by transporting 
power. 

Consider a river carrying a bed load of sand and gravel under steady-state 
conditions such that the slope and altitude in a given segment are maintained 
indefinitely without change, and let it be assumed for simplicity that the 
channel is floored and walled by rock (Fig. 4a). The load moves chiefly 
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FIG. 4. Diagram illustrating exchange in graded and aggrading rivers. 
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during high-water stages and lodges on the bed during low-water stages. The 
smaller pebbles arc likely to be set in motion sooner than the larg'cr pebbles 
during each rising stage, they are likely to move faster while in motion, and 
they are likely to be kept in motion longer during each falling stage. In this 
sense, the transportation process is selective-if a slug of gravel consisting of 
identifiable pebbles were dumped into the segment, the smaller pebbles would 
outrun the larger, and this would cause a downstream decrease in the sizes of 
these particular pebbles in the low-water deposits. But in the steady-state con
dition, that is, with a continuous supply of a particular type of pebble or of 
pebbles of all types, all the pebbles deposit'ed on the bed during the low stages 
must be placed in motion during the high stages; if the larger pebbles were 
permanently left behind during the seasonal cycles of deposition and erosion, the 
bed would be raised, and this, in turn, would change the condition. A non
aggrading river flowing in a channel which is floored and walled by rock cannot 
rid itself of coarse material by deposition because there is no place to deposit it 
where it will be out of reach of the river during subsequent fluctuations of flow; 
every pebble entering a given segment must eventually pass on through it. 
The smaller pebbles move more rapidly into the segment than the larger 
pebbles, but they also move more rapidly out of it. In the steady-state condi
tioo, the channel deposits from place to place in the segment contain the same 
proportions of the smaller and larger pebbles as though all moved at the same 
rate. Selective transportation cannot be a contributing cause of a downstream 
decrease in pebble size in our model river because there can be no selective 
deposition. 

In a real river that maintains the same level as it meanders on a broad 
valley floor, bed load deposited along the inner side of a shifting bend is ex
changed for an equal volume of slightly older channel deposits eroded from 
the outside of the bend. If these channel deposits were formed by the same 
river, operating under the same conditions and at the same level over a long 
period of time (Fig. 4b), the exchange process would not cause a reduction 
in the grain size of the bed load; insofar as selective transportation is concerned, 
the relation would be the same as in our model river. But if, by reason of 
capture or climatic change or any other change in controlling conditions, the 
older alluvial deposits in a given segment are finer grained than the bed load 
now entering that segment (Fig. 4c), exchange 'will cause a decrease in pebble 
size in a downstream direction, at least until the older deposits have been 
completely replaced by deposits representing the new regime. Exchange also 
causes a reduction in grain size if the river, maintaining the same level, cuts 
laterally into weak country rock that yields material finer in grain size than 
the load that is being concomitantly deposited on the widening valley floor. 

The selective transportation associated with the process of exchange in 
the graded river, while by no means negligible, is much less effective as a 
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causc of downstrcam decrcase in pebble size than the selective transportation 
that characterizcs the aggrading river. The essential difference is shown in 
Fig. 4(d); some of the deposits formed by one swing of thc aggrading river 
across its valley Roor are not subject to reworking in later swings, becausc the 
channel is slowly rising. The largcst pebbles in transit in a given segment in a 
high-water stage arc likely to be concentrated in the basal part of the deposit 
formed during the next falling stage. Thus the aggrading river rids itself of 
these pe1lbles, selectively and permanently, and there is a corresponding down
stream decrease in peuble sizes in the deposits. 

If upbuilding of the flood plain by deposition of overbank material keeps 
pacc with aggradational rising of the channel, the shifting meanders may 
exchange channel deposits for older alluvium consisting wholly or in part of 
relatively fine-grained overhank material (Fig. 4d). But in rapidly aggrading 
.'ivcrs this rather orderly process may give way to a fill-spill mechanism in which 
filling of thc channel is attended by the splaying of channel deposits over ad
joining parts of the valley floor. On some proglacial outwash plains this type 
of briliding causes boulder detritus near the ice front to grade into peubly sand 
within a few miles; there is doubtless some abrasional reduction in grain size 
in the proglacial rivers, but nearly all the decrease must be due to selective 
transporta tion. 

Briefly thcn, thinking the process through indicates that the downstream 
decrcasc in grain size in river deposits in some cases may be almost wholly due 
to abrasion, and in others almost wholly due to selective transportation, depend
ing primarily on whether the river is graded or aggrading and on the rate of 
aggradation. It follows that no generalization as to the relative importance of 
abrasion vcrsus selective transportation in rivers-all rivers-has any mean
mg. 

A different way of looking at this problem has been mentioned in another 
connection. As already noted, selective transportation implies pcrmanent 
deposition, for example, the thrce-inch pebbles in a certain zone, the two-inch 
pcbl>lcs in another zone farther downstream, and so on. If this deposition is 
caused Ily a downstrcam decrease in slope, as is often implied and sometimes 
statcd explicitly (Scheidegger, p. 171), then what is the cause of the decrease 
in slope? vVe know that the valley floor was not shapcd uy a bulldozer, and we 
know that it was not formed uy an act of special creation bclore the river bcgan 
to HO\\'. As we ha\'e seen ill considering the origin of meilnders, rivers normally 
shape their own valley floors. rr the river is actively aggrading, this is usually 
bccause of some geologically recent change such that the gradient in a given 
segment is not steep enough to enable the river to move through that segment 
all of the pebiJles entering it; in this (aggrading) river, the size of the pebbles 
that are carried is controlled in P;)rt by thc slope, and the larger pebiJlcs ;)rc 
left bchind. But if thc river i~ graded, the slope in each segment is prccisely 
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that required to enable the ri\'er, under the prevailing hydraulic conditions, 
whatc\'(T they may Ilc, to carry thc load supplied to it. The same three-inch 
pelJbks that arc the largest seen on the bed and banks in one zone will, after a 
while, oe the two-inch pellbles in a zone farthcr downstream. 

We cannot wait long enou~h to vcrify this conclusion by direcl observation 
or individual pcbbles, IJeeause the pebbles ordinarily remain at rest in alluvial 
deposits on thc valley floor for vcry long intervals of time between jogs or move
ment in the channel. \Ve arc led to the conclusion hy reasoning, rather than 
oy direct ohservil tion. In the long-term view, the graded river is a transportil
tion system in equilibrium, whieh means that it m.aintains the samc slope so 
long as conditions remain the same. There is no placc in this self-maintaining 
system for permancnt dcposits: if the three-inch pebhlcs cntcring a given zone 
accumulated there over a period of gcologic time, they would raise the I>ed 
and change the slope. As the pebbles, in their halting downvalley movcment 
in the channel, are reduced in size by abrasion, and perhaps also by weathering 
whilt' the)' arc temporarily at rest in the valley floor alluvium, the slope, which 
is heing adjusted to their transportation, decreases accordingly. 

Does this reasoning settle the problem? Of course not I It merely makes us 
take a more searching look at the observational data. Since it is theorctically 
certain that the mechanisms which cause peblJles to decreasc in size as they 
travel downstream operate differently, depending on whcther the rivcr is 
[{raded or a[!"l:\'rading, there is no sense in a\'eraging measurements made alon~ 

graded rivers with those made along aggrading rivers. Howcver mcticulous 
the measurements, and hO\vc\'er refined the statistical treatment of them, the 
average will ha\T no meaning. 6 

The reasoning tells us that, first of all, the rivers to be studicd in connection 
with change of pehble size downstream must be selected with care. Because a 
steady-state condition is always easier to deal with quantitatively than a shifting 
equilibrium, it would be advisable to restrict the study, at the outset, to the 
deposits of gradcd rivers; whcn these are understood, \,'C will hc ready to dcal 
with complications introduced by varying rates of aggradation. Similarly, it 

will be well, at least at the heginning, to eliminate altogether, or at least reduce 
to a minimum, the complicating effects of contributions from trihutarics or 

ther local sourecs: this can be done hy selecting river segments without large 
Lril;utaries, or 1)y focusing attention on one or more distinctive rock lypes frOlll 
known sources. There arc unavoida\lle sampling problems, fmt some of thcse 

(; [ owe Lo Frank Calkins the thoug-ht that, like most hybrids, Lhis one would be 
sterik. The sig'nificancc of this way of expressing- what I nave been saying about the 
averaging of unliko thil1f\"s i~ brought out by Conant's (19':;1, p. 25) definition ofseient'e 
as "an intCt'conneeted series of concepts and conceptual schemcs that have developcd 
as a result of experimentation and observation and arc fruitful of further experimenta
lion and obscl'\·atiulls. In lhis definition the cmphasis is on the word 'fruitful'," 
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can readily be avoided; for example, there arc many river segments in which 
the alluvial deposits arc not contaminated by lag materials. Any attempt to 
develop sampling procedures must take into account, first of all, the fact that 
the channel deposits in a given segment of a valley differ significantly in grada
tion of grain size from the material moving through the channel in that scgment 
in any brief period; the investigation may deal with the bed load (trappcd in a 

ox, so to spcak), or with the deposits, or with both; but if both bed load and 
the deposits are measured, the measurements can only be compared, they can
not bc avcragcd. Certainly we must investigate, in each river individually, the 
effccts of weathering of the pebbles during periods of rest. 

We must also take another hard look at the abrasion rates obtained by 
laboratory experiments, and try to determine in what degree these are directly 
comparable with abrasion rates in rivers. It is clearly desirable to develop other 
indcpcndent checks, such as those given by Plumley's measurement of rates 
of downstream reduction in sizes of pebbles of rock types differing in resistance 
to abrasion. Finally, it goes without saying that the reasoning itself must be 
continuously checked against the evidence, and one line of reasoning must be 
checked against others, to make sure that the mental wheels have not slipped 
a cog or two. 

Whcn we eventually have sufficient data on rates of downstream decrease of 
pebble size in alluvial deposits along many different types of rivers (considered 
individually), it will be possible to evaluate separately, in quantitative terms, 
the effect of special circumstances influencing the proccss of exchange in graded 
rivers, ratcs of aggradation in aggrading rivcrs, and the other causes of down
stream dccrcase in pebble size. These generalizations will apply to all river 
deposits, modcrn as well as ancient, and it may even be that we can draw sound 
infercnces regarding thc hydraulic characteristics of the ancient rivers by com
paring thcir deposits with those of modern rivcrs, in which the hydraulic 
characteristics can bc measured. 

This rational method of problem-solving is difficult and tortuous, but thc 
history of science makcs it elear, again and again, that if the system to be in
vestigated is complex, thc longest way 'round is the shortest way home; 
most of the empirical shortcuts turn out to be blind alleys. 

Whither Are We Drifting, Methodologically? 

I would like now to return to some of the questions asked at the outset. 
Must we accept, as gospel, Lord Kclvin's pronouncemcnt that what cannot be 
stated in numbers is not science? To become respectable members of the scien
tific community, must we drastically changc our accustomed habits of thought, 
abandoning the elassic geologic approach to problem-solving? To thc cxtcnt 
that this approach is qualitati\'c, is it ncccssarily loosc, and therefore bad? 
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Must we now move headlong to quantify our operations on the assumption 
that whatever is quantitative is necessarily rigorous and therefore good? 

Why has the swing to the quantitative come so late? Is it because our early 
leaders, men such as Hutton, Lyell, Agassiz, Heim, Gilbert, and Davis, were 
intellectually a cut or t\VO below their counterparts in classical physics? There 
is a more reasonable explanation, which is well known to students of the history 
of science. In each field of study the timing of the swing to the quantitative 
and the present degree of quantification are largely determined by the subject 
matter: the number and complexity of the interdependent components involved 
in its systems, the relative ease or difficulty of obtaining basic data, the suscepti
bility of those data to numerical expression, and the extent to which time is an 
essential dimension. The position of geology relative to the basic sciences has 
been stated with characteristic vigor by Walter Bucher (1941) ,in a paper that 
seems to have escaped the attention of our apologists. 

Classical physics was quantitative from its very beginning as a science; it 
moved directly from observations made in the laboratory under controlled 
conditions to abstractions that were quantitative at the outset. The quantifi
cation of chemistry lagged 100 years behind that of physics. The chemistry 
of a candle flame is of an altogether different order of complexity from the 
physics of Galileo's rolling ball; the flame is only one of many types of oxidation; 
and oxidation is only one of many ways in which substances combine. There 
had to be an immense accumulation of quantitative data, and many minor 
discoveries-some of them accidental, but most of them based on planned 
investigations-before it was possible to formulate such a sweeping generaliza
tion as the law of combining weights. 

If degree of quantification of its laws were a gage of maturity in a science 
(which it is not), geology and biology would be 100 to 200 years behind chem
istry. Before Bucher (1933) could formulate even a tentative set of "laws" for 
deformation of the earth's crust, an enormous descriptive job had to be well 
under way. Clearly, it was necessary to know what the movements of the crust 
are before anybody could frame explanations of them. But adequate description 
of even a single mountain range demands the best efforts of a couple of genera
tions of geologists, with different special skills, working in the field and the 
laboratory. Because no two ranges are alike, the search for the laws of mountain 
growth requires that we learn as much as we can about every range we can 
climb and also about those no longer here to be climbed; the ranges of the 
past, v,hich we must reconstruct as best we can by study of their eroded stumps, 
are as significant as those of the present. Rates of growth and relative ages of 
past and present ranges are just as important as their geometry; the student of 
the mechanics of crustal deformation must think like a physicist and also like 
a historian, and these arc very different ways of thinking, difficult to combine. 
The evidence is hard to come by, it is largely circumstantial, and there is never 
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enough of it. Laboratory models are helpful only within narrow limits. So it 
is also with the mechanism of emplacement of batholiths, and the origin of 
ore-fonning fluids, and the shaping of landforms of all kinds, and most other 
truly geologic problems. 

It is chiefly for these reasons that most geologists have been preoccupied 
with manifold problems of description of geologic things and processes-particu
Lar things and processes-and have been traditionally disinelined to generaliz 
even in qualitative terms. Because most geologic evidence cannot readily be 
stated in numhers, and because most geologic systems are so complex that some 
qualitative grasp of the problem must precede effeeti\ c quantitative study, we 
arc eve,n less inelined to generalize in quantitative terms. Everybody knows 
the story of Lord Kelvin's calculation of the age of the earth. 

These things are familiar, but the)' are worth saying because they explain 
why geology is onty now fully in the swing to the quantitative. Perhaps it would 
have been better if the swing had begun earlier, but this is by no means certain. 
A meteorologist has told me that meteorology might be further ahead today if 
its plunge to the quantitative had been somewhat less precipitous-if there 
had been a broacler observational base for a qualitative understanding of its 
exceedingly complex systems before these were quantified. At any ratc, it is 
important that we recognize that the quantification of geology is a normal 
evolutionary process, which is more or less on schedule. The quantification 
will proceed at an accelerating pace, however much our ultraconservatives 
may drag their feet. I have been trying to point out that there is an attendant 
danger: as measurements increase in complexity and refmernent, and as mathe
matical manipulations of the data become more sophisticated, these measure
ments ,md manipulations may become so impressive in form that the investi
ga tor" tends to lose sight of their meaning and purpose. 7 

This tendency is readily understandable. Some of the appealing features of 
the empirical method have already been mentioned. t-.10reover, the very act 
of making measurements, in a fixed pattern, provides a solid sense of accom
plishment. If the mea$urements are complicated, involving unusual techniques 

7 The subtitle of a recent artiei<: by Krumbein (1962), "Quantification and the ad
vent of the computer open new vista~ in a science traditionally qualitative" makes 
evident the overlap of our interests. Professor Krumbein's article deals explicitly with 
a mechanical method of processing data; the fact that there is no mention of the usc 
of reasoning ill testing the quality and relevance of the data to the specific issue being 
investigated certainly does not mean that hc thinks one whit less of the "rational 
method" than I do. Similarly, I hope that nothing that I have said or failed to say is 
construed as meaning that I have an aversion to meehanic.al methods of analyzing 
data; such methods are unquestionably good if they bring out relationships not other
wise evident, or in any other way advance the progress of the rational mcthod of in
vestigation. \Vhen mcchanical processes /tjJLflCe reasoning processes, and whcn a num
bcr ((jJlflaS understanding as thc objcctive, danger enters. 
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and apparatus and a special jargon, they give the investigator a good feeling 
of belonging to an elite group, and of pushing hack the frontiers. Presentation 
of the results is simplified by usc of mathematical shorthand, and even though 
nine out of ten interested geologists do not read that shorthand with case, the 
author can l.Je sure that seven out of the ten will at least be impressed. It is 
an advantage or disadvantage of mathematical shorthand, depending on the 
point of view, that things can be said in equations, impressively, even arro
gantly, which are so nonsensical that they would embarrass even the author 
if spelled out in words. 

As stated at the outset, the real issue is not a matter of classical geologic 
methods versus quantification. Geology is largely quantitative, and it is rapidly 
and properly becoming more so. The real issue is the rational method versus 
the empirical method of solving problems; the point that I have tried to make 
is that if the objective is an understanding of the system investigated, and if 
that system is complex, then the empirical method is apt to be less dfieient 
than the rational method. Most geologic features-ledges of rock, mineral 
deposits, landscapes, segments of a river channel-present an almost infinite 
variety of elements, each susceptible to many different sorts of measurement. 
V\'e cannot measure them all to any conventional standard of precision-blind 
probing will not work. Some years ago (1941) I wrote that the "eye and brain, 
unlike camera lens and sensitized plate, record completely only what they 
intelligently seek out." Jim Gilluly expresses the same thought more succinctly 
in words to the effect that most exposures provide answers only to questions 
tbat are put to them. It is only by thinking, as we measure, that we can avoid 
listing together in a field book, and after a little while, averaging, random 
dimensions of apples and oranges and apple crates and orange trees. 

Briefly, then, my thesis is that the present swing to the quantitative in geology, 
which is good, does not necessardy and should not involve a swing from the 
rational to the empirical method. I'm sure that geology is a science, with 
different sorts of problems and methods, but not in any sense less mature than 
any other science; indeed, the day-to-day operations of the field geologist are 

pt to be far more sophisticated than those of his counterpart ~the experi
mentalist-in physics or chemistry. And I'm sure that anyone who hires out 
as a geologist, whether in practice, or in research, or in teaching, and then 
operates like a physicist or a chemist, or, for that matter, like a statistician or an 
engineer, is not living up to his contract. 

The best and highest usc of the brains of our youngsters is the working out 
of cause and effect relations in geologic systems, with all the help they can get 
from the other sciences and engineering, and mechanical devices of all kinds, 
hut with basic reliance on the complex reasoning processes described by Gilbert, 
Chamherlin, and Johnson. 
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